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Abstract. Precise control of elastic waves is a challenge for many applications in the field of mechanical
vibrations, ultrasonic inspection, and energy harvesting. Graded arrays of resonators on elastic substrates
recently revealed superior performances for broadband wave trapping and mode conversion. In this study we
present elastic waveguides able to govern waves at different scales exploiting rainbow reflection, trapping and
mode conversion. We investigate whether these mechanisms, and the associated control, can be used for energy
harvesting or signal conversion devices.
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1 Introduction

In the last two decades, metamaterials are receiving
increasing popularity for wave control across much of
physics and engineering in the field of electromagnetism
[1,2], acoustics [3,4], and elasticity [5]. While the momen-
tum initially focused on Bragg scattering [6,7] and
subwavelength bandgaps generated by the resonance
[4,8–10], the research has delivered new forms of control,
encompassing tailored designs to obtain a variety of wave
manipulation phenomena [11,12] including focusing and
lensing [13–16], localization [17] and topological edge states
[18,19] amongst others.

A recent line of work employs graded arrays of
resonators embedded in a host structure to manipulate
wave propagation, by taking advantage of the interaction
between the structure and the resonators. The term
graded refers to the smooth variation of a particular
parameter of the resonators along space, allowing to
control the propagation of waves in a broadband regime.
This modulation strategy promotes a wavenumber
transformation that, in turn, activates a spatial
decrease of the wave velocity when the wave enters
inside the array. Array guided waves slow down as they
transverse the array with different frequency components
localising at specific spatial positions, resulting in a
so-called trapped ‘rainbow’. Originally discovered in
electromagnetism using axially non-uniform, linearly
tapered, planar waveguides with cores of negative index
material [20], there has been a flurry of intensive research
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translating the rainbow effect into all flavors of classical
wave propagation fields including acoustics [21–24],
water waves [25] and fluid loaded elastic plates [26],
amongst others.

In the setting of elasticity, particular advances have
been recently reported in elastic devices made of arrays of
resonant rods for deep elastic substrates [27,28] to mode
convert Rayleigh (R) into Shear (S) or Pressure (P)
waves. Motivated by the superior performances of graded
metamaterials to trap and mode convert waves,
we delineate some peculiar properties of graded
meta-waveguides, namely rainbow reflection, trapping
and mode conversion. Moreover, we show that rainbow
trapping is intrinsically related to mode conversion and
strongly dependent on the adiabaticity of the graded
design.

2 Rainbow reflection and rainbow trapping

Elastic waveguides represent the simplest mechanical
system able to support one-dimensional waves. The
combination of this relative simplicity with their wide
range of applications, makes them attractive candidates to
study a variety of wave phenomena, defining a theoretical
and experimental proof of concept framework.

Starting from the seminal work on the resonant
metawedge that supports both conversion and broadband
reflection [27], we have restricted the problem to wave-
guides with graded resonators [29–33]. These simple
devices are based around gradually varying periodic arrays
to take advantage of local bandgaps, to control wave
propagation; array guided waves slow down as they
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Fig. 1. (a) Elastic waveguide with a graded array of resonators of increasing height. Since the zero-group velocity mode is met at the
edge of the Brillouin Zone, after a certain amount of time the input wave is reflected.While the wave propagates, the amplitude and the
wavelength decrease due to energy transfer between the waveguide and the resonators. This is shown in the experimental spectrogram
in (b) obtained for a rainbow reflection device in the kHz range. Due to this energy transfer, this mechanism is useful to harvest energy
in the resonators. Contrary to rainbow reflection, rainbow trapping is obtained through a symmetry broken array, where an accidental
degeneracy is lifted, resulting in zero group velocity modes within the first Brillouin zone. This allows to reduce reflections and to
increase the energy available inside the array for harvesting.
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transverse the array with different frequency components
localising at specific spatial positions, resulting in a
so-called ‘trapped rainbow’. This effect originated in
electromagnetism with cores of negative index material,
has subsequently been achieved in a host of wave regimes,
without explicit analogue to a negative index, where a
surface is structured by discrete, often subwavelength, unit
cells comprising resonant elements. The underlying
physics, fundamental to the design of graded structures
capable of spatial segregation of frequency components, for
either trapping or mode conversion applications, relies on
the ability to isolate the dispersion curves of the locally
periodic structures which make up such an array.
Depending on the position of the zero-group velocity mode
in the wavenumber space, we can delineate between
rainbow reflection and trapping [30], with consequently
different effects concerning energy harvesting applications
[29–31]. Figure 1 shows the behavior of rainbow reflection
and rainbow trapping meta-waveguides. Rainbow reflec-
tion is obtained leveraging graded structures with zero-
group velocity modes at the band edge. Contrary, rainbow
trapping must be located in graded structures at wave-
vectors within the first Brillouin Zone and hence rely on the
decoupling of orthogonal eigensolutions, or symmetry
breaking of the array geometry so to lift accidental
degeneracies within the first Brillouin Zone. In the case of
rainbow reflection, the propagating wave couples with the
standing resonance mode of the resonators, creating
hybrid modes with zero-group velocity regions at the
band edge. When the A0 mode propagates from short to
high resonators, the wave is slowed down and the
wavelength is reduced, due to a progressive transfer of
energy between the waveguide and the resonators. While
this mechanism is useful to harvest energy inside the
array, it has the drawback that after a certain amount of
time waves are reflected, due to the position where the
group velocity vanishes (at the end of the Brillouin Zone).
The wavefield modification along the waveguide is
elucidated in the experimental spectrogram of
Figure 1b obtained from a rainbow reflection device in
the kHz range.

This spectrogram is computed through a 2D Fourier
Transform (FT) of the velocity field, properly windowed
with a moving Gaussian function along the wave
propagation direction (x), which results in the function
v̂z k;x; fð Þ. The dependence upon frequency is eliminated
by taking the RMS value in time, which allows us to define
the spectrogram as the amplitude jv̂z k;xð Þj, displayed with



Fig. 2. (a) Dispersion relation for a periodic array of resonators placed symmetrically with respect to the wave propagation direction
(x). A local resonance bandgap opens at the frequencyV0 due to the coupling between the propagating wave on the waveguide and the
resonantmode of the resonators. The bandgap opens at the edge of the Brillouin Zone, with a relatively large zero-group velocity region.
(b) Dispersion relation for aperiodic array with asymmetric resonators with respect to the wave propagation direction (x). In such a
case, a zero-group velocity mode arise within the Brillouin Zone due to the coupling between flexural (z-polarized) and torsional
(fz-polarized) waves with opposite group velocity. (c,d) Arrangement of resonators corresponding to the dispersion relations in (a) and
(b) respectively.
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colored contours in Figure 1b, confirming that wave
propagation occurs with wavenumber transformation. The
associated wavelength varies along the x-direction of the
host beam, whereby its variation is accompanied by
amplitude decrease. This behavior is further confirmed by
comparison between the expected wavenumber transfor-
mation (obtained with the numerical model and repre-
sented with black dashed lines), which is superimposed to
the experimental spectrogram.

Figure 1c shows a symmetry broken array, where an
accidental degeneracy is lifted, resulting in zero group
velocity modes within the first Brillouin Zone. By
combining the grading with symmetry breaking config-
urations, for instance rotating the resonators inside the
unit cell, rainbow trapping can be achieved. Differently
with respect to rainbow reflection, which is linked to the
coupling of the propagating mode with a standing
resonance mode, rainbow trapping is achieved exploiting
mode locking [34], i.e. the coupling of distinct waves with
opposite group velocity. Figure 2 delineates this differ-
ence for the case of an infinite array with equal
resonators. We compare two identical waveguides,
periodically loaded with a symmetric and asymmetric
arrangement of resonators with respect to the wave
propagation direction (x). Figures 2a, 2b show the
dispersion relations related to the physical systems
reported in Figures 2c, 2d respectively.

When the resonators are placed symmetrically, a local
resonance bandgap opens due to the coupling between the
propagating wave on the waveguide and the resonant mode
of the resonators. On the contrary, when the same
resonators are placed asymmetrically, it is possible to
create a bandgap through mode locking, i.e. by coupling
waves with opposite group velocity. For both cases, we
assume to excite the system with a flexural wave, i.e. a
wave propagating along the waveguide length (x), with
particle motion along z. In the local resonance case
(Figs. 2a, 2c), flexural waves are reflected for frequencies
within the bandgap. Contrary, in the case of locking
(Figs. 2b, 2d) the incoming flexural waves is mode
converted into a torsional wave, i.e. a wave propagating
along x with particle motion ’z.

While the conventional local resonance gives a zero-
group velocity mode at the edge of the Brillouin Zone, with
a relatively large zero-group velocity region along the
wavenumber space, in the case of locking, the zero-group
velocity region is inside the Brillouin Zone and more
localized along the wavenumber space.



Fig. 3. (a) Graded array of asymmetric resonators with linearly increasing lengths. The spatial modification of the resonant frequency
of the resonators allows to obtain locking in different spatial positions depending on frequency. (b) Space-time waterfall plots
illustrating the vertical displacement (flexural) and the rotation (torsional) along the waveguide. The array of elements is highlighted
with a red box. The numerical simulations are performed for a configuration with an array of (I) 9 resonators, (II) 25 resonators, and
(III) 50 pairs of graded resonators. The torsional and flexural waves represented in the diagrams are normalized by the same amplitude
coefficient. By increasing the number of graded resonators, i.e from left to right, it is possible to move from locking to genuine rainbow
trapping.
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By grading the lengths of the resonators, it is possible to
create mechanical delay-lines, where waves slow down and
spend more time in the vicinity of the resonators. Figure 3a
shows a graded array of asymmetric resonators with
linearly increasing lengths.

The spatial modification of the resonant frequency of
the resonators allows to obtain locking in different spatial
positions depending on frequency, i.e. rainbow trapping. In
order to quantify the effect of adiabaticity of the grading for
rainbow trapping, we consider three configurations with
the same initial and final resonator, but different number of
cells. By increasing the number of cells, the variation of the
resonant frequency Df between adjacent resonators
decreases, thus increasing the level of adiabaticity.
Figure 3b shows the flexural and torsional wavefield
corresponding to the structure in Figure 3a. Numerical
simulations are performed for a configuration with an array
of (I) 9 resonators, (II) 25 resonators, and (III) 50 pairs of
graded resonators. It can be noticed that trapping of the
incoming flexural waves is strongly dependent on the
grading. By decreasing the frequency shift between
adjacent resonators, i.e. Df= fi+1–fi, it is possible to move
from conventional locking to genuine rainbow trapping.
However, since rainbow trapping is obtained by properly
coupling different modes, it is not possible to trap all the
waves, but only a selective part of them. This can be
noticed in Figure 3b, where for small Df all the incoming
flexural waves is trapped, while the torsional wave is
reflected with a time delay due to the group velocity
decrease inside the graded structure.

3 Conclusions

Efficient wave manipulation is demonstrated leveraging
elastic waveguides with graded arrays of resonators.
Depending on the grading and the position of zero-group
velocity modes in the wavenumber space, it is possible to
delineate between rainbow reflection and rainbow trap-
ping. The delineation of these two effects allows to
characterise the behaviour of elastic waveguides with
resonators and predict their capabilities for trapping, mode
conversion and focussing of energy.
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